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Background 
The City of Dripping Springs was named the first International 

Dark Sky Community in Texas and the 6th in the world on 

February 11, 2014. The announcement and following media 

attention raised awareness of the International Dark Sky Places 

program throughout Texas. City staff and members of the local 

community have been called on to educate other communities 

and to assist Texas State Parks in efforts to reduce light 

pollution. Other Texas cities were positively influenced to adopt 

resolutions and/or ordinances to control outdoor lighting.  

 

Better Lights for Better Nights Conference 
On August 15th, 2014 the City partnered with IDA Texas to host an educational day for over 

155 community leaders from all over the state of Texas. What a fun way to educate and 

influence others to reduce light pollution! The conference even inspired a new legal paper. 

 

 

  

 

 

 



Community Growth 
The City continues to grow by leaps and bounds. Building permits and sign applications 
come in a continuous stream. These examples provide a window into the tremendous work 
going on to preserve the night sky as well as to reduce glare and light trespass.  The City has 
issues 210 residential building permits and 14 commercial building permits for Fiscal Year 
2014-2015.  In addition, numerous projects have been built in the City’s Extraterritorial 
Jurisdiction that voluntarily complied with the City’s Outdoor Lighting Ordinance. 
  

Signage 

The owners wanted the sign below to be brightly illuminated with a white face to reflect their 

standard company signage. That configuration would not be allowed by the City's Outdoor 

Lighting Ordinance. City staff worked with them to reduce the color temperature, reduce the 

amount of white on the sign during hours of darkness, and reduce the amount of light used to 

illuminate the sign. The result is their standard corporate sign during the day.  At night, the 

color changes and you see a very gently illuminated sign that causes no glare and barely 

registers any light coming from the sign. 
 

New Facilities 

The new medical clinic and 24 hour emergency 

room is an example of the controlled lighting for 

which Dripping Springs is now known. 

Current Outreach Project 

 

The City of Dripping Springs is hard at work on a community outreach effort by partnering 

with IDA Texas and the Hays County Chapter of Texas Master Naturalist to host the Texas 

Night Sky Festival! The focus this time is on a free fun family-friendly celebration of the Texas 

Night Sky where attendees will be educated without even knowing it! 
 

Participants of all ages will 

*  Join in fun citizen science activities  

*  Learn from engaging exhibits and speakers 

*  Foster or deepen their interest in the universe 

*  Get engaged with the night sky 

*  View school projects and competition entries focused on the night sky and/or protecting it 

*  Earn a related scouting badge 

*  Explore the stars 

*  See examples of good lighting for their home or business  

*  Feast at food trucks 

*  Take home a book or work of art inspired by the night sky 

    
   Day Time          Night Time 

 

 



 


